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it is quite sensitive to changes in ambient light, and
cannot overcome the problem of camera movement.
Optical flow method is using a variation on the estimation
of image pixels to infer the position of moving objects.
This method can detect when you move the camera still
moving object independently, but the disadvantage is
fairly complex calculation, if there is no specific
hardware, cannot be applied in real-time systems.
Background subtraction is quite widely used method of
dividing the movement area in the image sequence. The
simplest and most common is the use of a background
subtraction few seconds of time to build a normal
distribution in the background of each pixel, then sent to
new imaging sequences and background model for
comparison, and set the threshold to distinguish between
the foreground and background points many systems take
advantage of such a method to detect the movement of
the pixel [7]-[14].
Collins et al. [15] combined the temporal difference
and background subtraction method to detect a moving
object. Using the time difference method to detect the
moving area, then use in the mobile area background
subtraction to obtain complete mobile pixels. Horprasert
et al. [16] proposed a method to detect moving objects
from a static color background images, background
model to establish a reference image using a statistical
approach. Javed et al. [17] proposed a gradient-based
background subtraction method, the feature vector from
the gradient size and the direction of the composition
gradient, based on the establishment of a gradient of the
background model. Lu and Tan [18] uses HSV color
space to build the background model. Calculate the mean
and standard deviation for each pixel location in the
image sequence. Use luminance information and
chrominance information to distinguish the foreground or
background pixels. Haritaoglu et al. [19] used a dual
mode to detect moving objects in the background, the use
of a median filter to distinguish the background pixels
moved, and then used static pixels to construct the initial
background model, when a moving object within the field
of view can still build the background model.
Cucchiara et al. [20] detected shadows in HSV color
space. Because HSV and human perception relatively
similar, and can be more accurate in distinguishing
shadows. Hu et al. [21] proposed the establishment of a
conical boundary in the RGB color space, used to
distinguish shadows, bright light and foreground.

Abstract—In various general environments, the aged or
disabled people may fall, squat, or sit down on ground due
to sick or dysfunction in move. If the events are unable
discovered in time, the fatal danger may be then caused. To
reduce the fatal events, an environmental monitoring system
for the aged or disabled people is proposed. In this study,
four kinds of posture detection are considered in the
proposed system: (i) fall down and crouch, (ii) going out a
room without permission, (iii) leaving specified area without
permission, and (iv) recording walk trajectory. An omnidirectional camera is used to capture images for monitoring.
The background subtraction method is first applied to
extract targets. Then principal component analysis (PCA)
and the change of height of a personal trapezoidal bounding
box are used to detect fall down and crouch postures.
Several experiments on various environments based on the
proposed approach were conducted and evaluated. Stable
detection results were obtained to show the feasibility of the
proposed system. 
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Automated security surveillance systems need to
develop, not only can save money on labor costs, but also
for monitoring by the security environment is a major
upgrade [1]. General home care monitoring project is
mainly divided into two categories: personal behavior and
physiological condition monitoring. Although the
application is capable of binding to each other, but in
achieving both monitoring the use of different techniques.
Safety surveillance system research is divided into three
parts: a moving object detection, background subtraction
and shadow detection. To do surveillance on the
environment, we must first be able to capture a moving
object in the image sequence.
Temporal difference method [2]-[4], using a
continuous image sequences adjacent two images do the
subtraction operation, set the threshold to get moving
pixels. Background subtraction method [5, 6], using a
while to establish the initial background model. Then use
the image sequence and the background model to
compare new entrants to detect moving pixels. This
method can be achieved most complete object pixels, but
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In this paper, we propose a set of personal conduct
security surveillance and detection system for monitoring
medical environment, providing real-time monitoring
personnel to reduce the deterioration. There are four
kinds of monitoring in the proposed system: (i) fall down
and crouch, (ii) going out a room without permission, (iii)
leaving specified area without permission, and (iv)
recording walk trajectory. We use an omni-directional
camera (omni-camera) to capture images for monitoring.
The camera can easily take 360-degree surround images.
In the fall down and crouch detection, we use Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to detect the main direction
and length of the personal body, and then determine the
patient situation. Another method is using the change of
the height of the patient trapezoidal bounding box. In the
leaving bed detection, we detect whether the patient
leaves the pre-defined region or not. However, the
criterion tends to result in an unstable judgment; thus we
need to check whether the patient really lies flat on the
bed. In the leaving ward detection, we first define a linear
equation to represent the bottom of a door; if the foot
point of a patient is passing through the boundary, the
patient is judged leaving ward. In the walking trajectory
detection, the foot point of a patient is recorded frame
after frame to construct the walking trajectory on the
calibrated omni-images.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section II, the
discussed omni-camera structure and features that we use.
The details of the proposed techniques for use in the
system are presented in Sections III–IV. Experimental
results are included in Section V, followed by
conclusions in Section VI.
II.

(a)

Figure 1. Camera structure. (a) Hyperboloidal-shaped model. (b)
Geometry between hyperboloidal-shaped mirror and camera.

Assuming a point in space D(X, Y, Z) will be reflected
by the hyperboloidal-shaped mirror to the camera center
OC, crosses the image plane of the d(x, y), this point is a
point in space D(X, Y, Z) of the projection point in the
image plane. Feature the relationship between the two
points, as shown in Fig. 2. Azimuth angle relationship
between the D(X, Y, Z) and d(x, y), as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Using the hyperboloidal-shaped longitudinal section
projection view, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the geometrical
analysis can be deduced relationship equation between
the D(X, Y, Z) and d(x, y) as
z  X 2  Y 2 tan   c.

  tan 1

x2  y2

(3)

.

(4)

plane.

A. Structure and Imaging Principle
Hyperboloidal-shaped in the world coordinates system
(WCS), the focal point position respectively (0, 0, c) and
(0, 0, -c), as shown in Fig. 1(a). The geometry of the
mirror can be described as

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Feature the relationship between the D(X, Y, Z) and d(x, y).
(a) Azimuth angle. (b) Along the Z-axis direction of the hyperboloidalshaped longitudinal section projection view.

(1)

Suppose Z > 0 is hyperboloidal-shaped mirror, and the
camera is placed in another hyperboloidal-shaped focal
point, as shown in Fig. 1(b). OM expressed as a
hyperboloidal- shaped mirror focal position, OC is the
center of the camera's location. Image plane coordinate x,
y axes and the world coordinates X、Y axes parallel to
each other, and assume that the center position (0, 0, c-f),
where f is the focal length of the camera.
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f

1

(2)

where ρ is a D(X, Y, Z) point to the horizontal plane as a
reference tilt angle [22], a, b, c is the external parameters
of hyperboloidal-shaped mirror, f is focal length of the
camera, and γ is the angle between dOc and horizontal

Many different types of omni-camera, mainly
constituted by a CCD photographic lenses and curved
mirrors, can be divided into single mirror architecture and
double mirror architecture two categories. In this paper,
we used is double mirror architecture. Structure and
imaging principle and panoramic image conversion
method described as follows.

a 2  b2

(b 2  c 2 ) sin   2bc
.
(b 2  c 2 ) cos 

  tan

STRUCTURE AND FEATURES OF OMNI-CAMERA

X 2 Y 2 Z2
 2  1, c 
a2
b

(b)

The relationship between the D (X, Y, Z) of a point in
space and the projection point d(x, y) in the image plane
can be described as
tan( ) 

Z c
x2  y2



(b 2  c 2 ) sin r  2bc

(b 2  c 2 ) cos r

And we can solve
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A. Background Subtraction of Motion Detection
The system is divided into four steps of the motion
detection. First, select a region of interest (ROI) to be
treated, and then build the background model can adapt to
changing light or moving objects in the background
image, and then use a background subtraction to get
moving pixels, and finally on the image to make noise
and shadow removal.
1) Select detection area
Although the camera can easily take 360-degree
surround images, but because the camera architecture,
resulting in images that some regions cannot be observed.
For example: central black circular area, peripheral black
areas and the ceiling region. To reduce the computational
processing time and avoid unnecessary noise generation,
so select detection area, as shown in Fig. 4. Only against
selected area is processed in the next detection process.

.

(6)
.

(7)

B. Panoramic Image Conversion
Omni-image through hyperboloidal-shaped mirror
imaged, so the image will be distorted, and therefore the
concept of geometry can be converted through the full
range of images into a panoramic image, not only
conducive to detect but also image after converted more
in line with human viewing mode. Liu et al. [23]
proposed a fast conversion method. Suppose the point
P(x1, y1) on the omni-image corresponding to the
converted point p(x, y) on the panoramic image, as shown
in Fig. 3. Coordinate conversion from omni-image to
panoramic image can be described as


x
rR
, r1 
, x1  x0  (r  y) sin  , y1  y0  (r  y) cos . (8)
2
r1

where ρ is the angle between OP and y-axis in the omniimage, O(x0, y0) is the center point of the omni-image, R
and r denote the radius of the great circle and the small
circle of the omni-image. Only the region between the
radius of the great circle and the radius of the small circle
was considered to be an effective conversion region. r1 is
the radius of the dotted circle, the dotted circle in the
middle of the great circle and the small circle. After the
panorama image converted its width is set to the
circumferential length of the dotted circle on the omniimage. Then use the interpolation method for performing
compression of disc area between the middle circle and
great circle on the omni-image, and performing extended
action of disc area between the middle circle and the
small circle, thus will be able to get a complete rectangle
panoramic image.

(a)

Figure 4. Detect area range.

2) Background gaussian mixture model
Generally used to build the background model is to use
a few seconds to establish a Gaussian distribution for
each pixel in the background image, this method is to be
the background image is the static case. However, in the
process of establishing the background, usually
encountered as background object to move, whole
background image and brightness changes. To solve these
problems, this study used a Gaussian mixture model to
establish the background image of each pixel and update
the background model to adapt to changes in light.
System in the RGB color space to detect moving
objects, and use of a few seconds to establish the initial
background model. Based on the color information, use
of cluster-seeking algorithm)[24] to create a separate KGaussian mixture model for each pixel in the background
image. Based on (9) probability values can be obtained at
each pixel in the background image.
K

P( X )   i ( X ,  i , Σ i ).

(b)

Figure 3. Coordinate conversion from omni-image to panoramic image.
(a) Coordinate of the omni-image. (b) Coordinate of the panoramic
image.

III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUES FOR OBJECT
DETECTION
Surveillance system, moving object detection is an
important step; this chapter describes motion detection
method for motion object, using PCA to detect the main
direction and length of the personal body, and using the
change of the height of the patient trapezoidal bounding
box as a benchmark to do detection objects shape
methods.
©2016 Journal of Automation and Control Engineering
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i 1

(9)

where K is the number of distribution, ωi is the weight
value at the i-th Gaussian mixture model, μi is the mean at
the i-th Gaussian mixture model, Σ i is the covariance
matrix at the i-th Gaussian mixture model.
The process of establishing the background, the
background image may be a moving object or noise
generation, which may be a moving object or noise in the
background model is built, which may lead to subsequent
unable to detect the moving object and the objects of the
same color. To solve this problem, First, execute the
weight value sorting of each Gaussian mixture model,
Taken out front of the B-th Gaussian distribution as a
background model, as
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b

B  arg min ( i  Tbackground).
b

If a pixel accord cosθ >Tshadow, then took the pixels
classified as shadows. Remove the shadow of the results,
as shown in Fig. 6.

(10)

i 1

where Tbackground is the minimum weight value belongs to
the background in the Gaussian mixture model.
Order to adapt the light changes, the background
model cannot always remain the same. By changing the
background model parameters to achieve adapt to
changing light. The mean μ and standard deviation σ, as
 t  (1   ) t 1  X t .

(11)

 t2  (1   ) t21   ( X t  t )T ( X t  t ).

(12)

(a)

B. PCA of Object Orientation Detection
PCA is mainly to find information on the main
directions of the most influential and sub-influential, the
found these directions orthogonal to each other. Hoping a
few directional can represent the variation of the overall
data, to reduce the dimensions of the original data.
In order to obtain the orientation of the main axis of
the object, so using background subtraction to obtain the
foreground area, and records the coordinate position of
each pixel in these foreground area, Then use PCA to
identify the most representative of the distribution of
these coordinate points of the first principal component,
the first principal component is main axis direction of the
object.
C. The Change of the Height of the Patient Trapezoidal
Bounding Box as a Benchmark to do Detection
Objects Shape
When human behavior changes usually cause the
frame to detect the height of the body trapezoidal
bounding box followed changes, so use of this feature to
achieve the detection of human behavior change. The
height of the trapezoidal area is defined as follows:
1) With the omni-image lens center to the outermost
point of the effective area of the connection, as the
scan line, the positive y-axis is zero degrees, and in a
clockwise direction scanning, as shown in Fig. 7.

(13)

Then this pixel x classified as background point, if
pixel x does not comply with the Gaussian distribution of
background model, this pixel classified as foreground
point. Where μi and σi denoted as mean and standard
deviation at the i-th Gaussian distribution.
4) Remove the shadow
According to color theory, shading and background
have similar chromaticity values, the difference lies in the
shadow of the lower luminance than the background. Use
this feature to detect shadows, and will belong to the
shaded portion is removed from the foreground area.
Assume the vector ci = [Ri, Gi, Bi]T and Ii is pixel average
value and gray level values at i-th Gaussian distribution
in background model, and the vector cc = [Rc, Gc, Bc]T
and Ic denoted as pixel average value and gray level
values in the current image. The vector cc projected to
vector ci, as shown in Fig. 5. Where θ is the angle
between two vectors, so we use cosθ express the color
similarity relations between current color vector cc and
the i-th Gaussian distribution color mean vector ci of the
same pixel in background model.

Figure 7. Define the scan line and the scanning direction.

2) Scanned by the foreground area after background
subtraction and calculate the distance of these pixels
with the center, and only records where the shortest
and longest distance from the first through last scan
line, as shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the scanning lines intersect the
foreground region.

Figure 5. The vector cc projected to vector ci.

©2016 Journal of Automation and Control Engineering

(c)

Figure 6. Remove the shadow. (a) The original image. (b) Foreground
area contains shadows. (c) Foreground area after remove the shadow.

where α is the learning rate, 1/α is defined as the time
constant, expressed distribution parameters change of
speed. When the system detects the frame area of the
foreground region to achieve the overall 70% or more,
detection is stopped, and re-establishing the background,
the method as described above.
3) Foreground region detection
After the completion of the initial background model,
using the background subtraction the foreground area can
be distinguished from the background in each image.
Each pixel use background model B(X) to distinguish the
pixel of foreground or background. If the pixels x in the
image I, that meet one of the background model
distribution, as
I ( x)  i ( x)   i ( x).

(b)
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3) Calculate pixels in the first and last one scan line,
and center distance equal to its previously recorded
the shortest distance, the pixel coordinates of the two
points are represented by (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), and
center distance equal to the longest distance, the
pixel coordinates of the two points are represented by
(x3, y3) and (x4, y4), then can block out the object of
foreground Area, as shown in Fig. 9. And define the
start and end coordinates of height of the trapezoid
area, as
start coordinates equal ( x1  x2 , y1  y 2 ).

(14)

end coordinates equal

(15)

2
2
x3  x 4 y 3  y 4
(
,
).
2
2

Figure 11. Consecutive images change graph of height of trapezoid area.

Height of the trapezoid area is the distance between
start coordinates and end coordinates. Different behaviors
have different height, as shown in Fig. 10.

(a)

The PCA to detect falls and squat approach, using
when a person falls behavior occurs, the body axis
direction is different to normal axis direction of walking
or standing. But when people to radiation direction of fall
or do squat action, simply to the body axis direction
method is unable to detect out. So when people to
radiation direction of fall or squat, the body axis length
will becomes shorter, so as to join the body axis length is
another criterion to judge. Using the angle between the
two directions and records the maximum and minimum
values of the projection to determine whether the falls
behavior has occurred or not, as shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 9. Block out the object of foreground Area.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(b)

Figure 12. The different height of the tested officers were obtained r-h
curve. (a) 1.2 meter. (b) 1.78 meter.

(d)

Figure 10. Height of the trunk at different behaviors. (a) Normal
walking. (b) Fall down. (c) After a fall limbs lump together. (d) Crouch.

A

P

OA
B

IV. ABNORMAL POSTURE DETECTION
Abnormal posture detection focuses on the beds, wards,
halls, corridors, outdoor environments. There are four
kinds of posture in the proposed system: (i) fall down and
crouch, (ii) going out ward without permission, (iii)
leaving bed without permission, and (iv) recording walk
trajectory. These are described in detail below.
A. Patient Fall down and Crouch
When human fall down to occur the height of the
trapezoidal are different with normal walking, as shown
in Fig. 11. This feature is detected as a basis, so proposed
the human foot point on the image to the center point of
the detected distance r and height of trapezoid area h
make r-h curve graph, as shown in Fig. 12. ten asterisk is
the obtained experimental data, using the least squares
estimation method to fit the curve, because of the
different height of the tested officers were obtained r-h
curve will be different, so this curve function is not
applicable to all tested officers. When the curves are
normalized, the two curves would overlap, so can
obtained the different height were obtained r-h curves has
a multiple of the relationship. So can used anyone r-h
function obtained the curve function of human height.
©2016 Journal of Automation and Control Engineering

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. The main axis length of foreground region. (a) Projection
schematic diagram, p is the main axis direction, OA is the average center
of foreground region, red line and blue line are denoted as the projected
amount in the main axis direction of foreground points A and B. (b) The
main axis length in the image (marked with green lines).

B. Going out ward Without Permission
First define the location of the door bottom line, as
shown in Fig. 14. Then calculate a linear equation to
represent the bottom of a door, and people's feet point,
When the foot point through the door bottom line, feet
point substituted into linear equation obtained values
have positive and negative changes, and the system as the
basis for this feature to determine the patient.

Figure 14. The door bottom line in the image (marked with red lines).
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C. Leaving Bed without Permission
First set bed region in the image, as shown in Fig. 15.
Then calculate the body average center representative to
the location, when the average area of the center falls on
the bed, determined whether the person presenting lie flat
state or not.

A. Patient Fall down and Crouch
In experimental we using the change of the height of
the patient trapezoidal bounding box and PCA to detect
the main direction and length of the personal body
method to detection patient fall down and crouch.
Experimental videos content included some different
posture and directions of fall down and crouched.
The performance of detection method can be addressed
by estimating the following parameters: (i) True Positive
(TP) rate, (ii) False Negative (FN) rate, (iii) False
Positive (FP) rate, and (iv) True Negative (TN) rate. Then
can define the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. The
following will show detection results in different
environments, as shown in Figs. 16 and 17. the mark of
red circle is the system detected the fall down or crouch
behavior. The detection sensitivity result of two methods
detected fall down, as shown in Table I and Table II.

Figure 15. The bed region in the image (marked with red square).

D. Recording Walk Trajectory
1) Lens distortion correction
Omni-camera using the hyperbolic mirror reflected
ambient light to the camera for imaging, so the image will
be distorted. In order to properly staff walking track
record, so it is necessary to perform the full range of
image distortion correction. In this using polynomial
distortion model to do the lens distortion correction was
proposed by Devernay and Faugeras et al. [25], the lens
distortion model was using infinite series expressed as
xu  xd (1  k1rd2  k2 rd4  ...).

(16)

yu  yd (1  k1rd2  k 2 rd4  ...).

(17)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 16. Patient fall down detection results in different environments
of Radiation direction with (a) Hall. (b) Corridor. (c) Ward. (d) Outside.
and non-radiation direction with (e) Hall. (f) Corridor. (g) Ward. (h)
Outside.

where (xd, yd) is distorted image point, (xu, yu) is not
distorted image point, rd  xd2  yd2 is distance from the
distorted image point to image center. Bayer et al. [26]
proposed the k1 can be solved to obtain good calibration
results. Anti-function model as
ru  rd (1  k1rd2 ).

(a)

(18)

where ru  xu2  yu2 is distance from the not distorted
image point to image center. When get (xd, yd) and the
corresponding (xu, yu), can used least squares estimation
method to obtain k1.
2) Recording walk trajectory
From the full range of image can be observed the foot
of the body parts was closest to the camera lens center
when a person standing. Therefore, used the pixel whom
closest to the camera lens center on the foreground region
as a human location point. Then recorded human location
point on each image became trajectories image.

(c)

(d)

TABLE I. THE DETECTION SENSITIVITY RESULT OF THE HEIGHT OF
THE PATIENT TRAPEZOIDAL BOUNDING BOX DETECTED FALL DOWN
Direction of fall
Radiation direction
Non-radiation
direction

Detected
12

Not detected
0

Sensitivity
100%

12

0

100%

TABLE II. THE DETECTION SENSITIVITY RESULT OF THE PCA TO
DETECT THE MAIN DIRECTION OF FALL DOWN
Direction of fall
Radiation direction
Non-radiation
direction

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will show abnormal behavior
detection results, including patient fall down and crouch,
going out ward and leaving bed without permission, and
walking trajectory. System uses capture images device is
VS-C14U-80-ST panoramic camera. Experimental videos
size is 640 × 480, and capture images rate of 29 frames
per second.

©2016 Journal of Automation and Control Engineering

(b)

Figure 17. Crouch behavior detection results in different environments.
(a) Hall. (b) Corridor. (c) Ward. (d) Outside.

Detected
12

Not detected
0

Sensitivity
100%

12

0

100%

Detection results in different illumination, as shown in
Fig. 18. Effectiveness evaluation of two methods to
detection results in different illumination as shown in
Table III and Table IV. Overall effectiveness evaluation
results, as shown in Table V.
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TABLE VI. OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION RESULTS OF
PATIENT GOING OUT WARD WITHOUT PERMISSION

(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Figure 18. Fall down detection results in brightness environment with (a)
Hall. (b) Corridor. (c) Ward. (d) Outside. and in dark environment with
(e) Hall. (f) Corridor. (g) Ward. (h) Outside.
TABLE III. EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION OF THE HEIGHT OF THE
PATIENT TRAPEZOIDAL BOUNDING BOX METHOD TO DETECTION
RESULTS IN DIFFERENT ILLUMINATION
Effectiveness evaluation
Accuracy
Precision
Sensitivity
Specificity

Brightness
93%
92%
92%
94%

Dark
89%
82%
90%
88%

TABLE IV. EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION OF PCA METHOD TO
DETECTION RESULTS IN DIFFERENT ILLUMINATION
Effectiveness evaluation
Accuracy
Precision
Sensitivity
Specificity

Brightness
89%
85%
92%
88%

Effectiveness evaluation
Accuracy
Precision
Sensitivity
Specificity

(a)

(c)

Precision

83%

Sensitivity

95%

Specificity

81%

(b)

(c)

(d)

Effectiveness evaluation

Percent

Accuracy

98%

PCA base

Precision

100%

86%
76%
93%
80%

Sensitivity

95%

Specificity

100%

D. Recording Walk Trajectory
Before to record walk trajectory is necessary to
perform the full range of image distortion correction.
Corrected image obtained at different values of k1 as
shown in Fig. 21. After completion of the full range of
image distortion correction, then can perform the walking
trajectory tracking. Recording walk trajectory results as
shown in Fig. 22.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 21. Corrected image obtained at different values of k1. (a)
k1=0.000020586. (b) k1=0.000040586. (c) k1=0.000060586. (d)
k1=0.000080586.

(d)

Figure 19. Continuous images of patient going out ward. (a) - (c)
Patient did not through the door area. (d) Patient through the door area
and marked out.

©2016 Journal of Automation and Control Engineering

88%

TABLE VII. OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION RESULTS
OF PATIENT LEAVING BED WITHOUT PERMISSION

B. Patient Going out ward without Permission
When the patient through the door area, system will
mark the patient location, and determine the patient is
entering or going out ward. Continuous images of patient
going out ward, as shown in Fig. 19. Overall
effectiveness evaluation results, as shown in Table VI.

(b)

Accuracy

Figure 20. Continuous images of patient leaving bed. (a) - (c) Patient
lying on the bed. (d) Patient leaving bed.

Dark
80%
70%
88%
75%

In Table III and Table IV can observed, in dark
environments the detection efficiency of the system is
lower than in brightness environments. Because in dark
environments, the system detected the foreground region
inaccurate, leading to obtain the main axis direction and
length and height of the patient trapezoidal bounding box
becomes inaccurate. In Table V can observed, the
accuracy and sensitivity of the two methods are higher,
but in the accuracy, PCA base method obtained results is
lower.

(a)

Percent

C. Patient Leaving Bed without Permission
When detected patient is in the ward, the relationship
between the patient and the ward has divided into patient
lying on the bed and patient leaving bed these two states.
Continuous images of patient leaving bed, as shown in
Fig. 20. Overall effectiveness evaluation results, as
shown in Table VII.

TABLE V. OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION RESULTS OF THE
HEIGHT OF THE PATIENT TRAPEZOIDAL BOUNDING BOX AND PCA BASE
Height of the patient
trapezoidal bounding box
91%
86%
92%
87%

Effectiveness evaluation

(a)
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[9]

[10]
(b)

[11]

Figure 22. Walking trajectory tracking results. (a) Not perform
distortion correction. (b) After distortion correction.
[12]

As in Fig. 22(b), walking trajectory by images after
distortion correction is meet the real walking trajectory
and direction. When record for some time we can
observe the status of activities from staff trajectories, with
the degree of trajectory dot density to get staff walking
path.

[13]

[14]

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we use an omni-camera to capture
images for monitoring. The camera can easily take 360degree surround images. We have proposed use PCA to
detect the main direction and length of the personal body,
and another method is using the change of the height of
the patient trapezoidal bounding box, and then to
determine the patient situation. In experimental, the PCA
method can perform sixty frames per second, and the
height of the patient trapezoidal bounding box method
can perform eighty frames per second. The detection rate
of the fall down and crouch detection using PCA is 93%,
and the detection rate of that using the height of the
patient trapezoidal bounding box is 92%; the detection
rate of leaving bed is 95%; and the detection rate of
leaving ward is 95%. The future, system can be added
PTZ cameras to increase the detection effectiveness.

[15]
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